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Introduction and Summarv_—

The use of an evacuated canister for draining glass from a

melter was first suggested to SRL by the Euro?eans during a recent

technical exchange. The technique was successfully demonstrated on

the Small Cylindrical Melter (SCM) at TNX1 but later failed on

three successive occasions when attempted on the 1941 melter due to

premature freezing of the glass in the suction pipe before flow into

the canister was established.

The simplicity of this” techniq.ue makes it verY attractive ‘or

draining a DWPF melter. However, the technique must be demonstrated

to be reliable before usage in a canyon environment can be endorsed.

Conservation laws have been used to develop ea.uations for ~re-

~Lcttng tEe ,performance-”of--evacuated canisters;-and-aze presented. .

here. Specific d=s-i~n=el~fi~ndations— a“re””ma&e-to–-ensure-sat~sfaccory---

~erfonnance of the canisters in future tests.
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1. Basic Conservation Laws
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An evacuated canister consists of three main Parts - a fusible

plug, a suction pipe, and a

the canister for usage, the

into one end of the suction

evacuated to a high vacuum.

suitable canister. In order to Prenare

fusible pIug (usually alumin~) is screwed

pipe and thee ntire canister and pipe

The evacuated canister and ?iPe are then

positioned such that the fusible plug is submerged in the glass pool

which is to be drained “(Figure 1). When the plus melts, glass then

rises UD the suction pipe and is discharged into the evacuated can-

ister. If the glass flow can be kept isothermal (or nearly so) such

that the glass does not cool and solidify, it is possible to drain

the glass from the melt pool into the canister.

Wow consider a metal pipe submerged in a molten glass pool as

shown in Figure 2. The bottom of the pipe is initially sealed with

an alminum plug (melting point Z615°C) and the inside of the pipe

is assumed to have been previously evacuated to a pressure of approx-

imately P = O psia. The melter plenum is assumed to be at Patm =

14.7 psia. At time t = O, the aluminum plug melts and molten glass

begins to flow up into the pipe.

Conservation of mass requires that

dt

where

P .

Ri =

h=

t=

v- .=

—

glass density

inside radius

height of the

time Csecs3,

(l-1)

Clbm/ft’3,

of the pipe CftZ,

glass inside the pipe Lft2;

glas.s.velocity in..the.z-direction asit...~nters .The .

pipe--Cfitlsec-l<---—--–—--- -–- -- --–-
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... For incompressible flow;<, (l-1) reduces to

I
i4=v

I dt
I

A momentum balance on the Cla

that

Change in momentum of .

glass in pipe

(l-2)

.ss flowing up the pipe requires

Upward forces at bottom of pipe

Frictional forces

Gravitational forces

pnRi2d(hv) = 144 P~tm~Ri2go + pTRi2d~g - Ffric- P~Ri2hg i

dt*

(l-3)

where

go = standard gravitational constant

= 32.14 lbm-ftllbf-sec’,

ds =

‘fric =

g=

submerged depth of the pipe beneath the surface of the

glass pool [ft3,

frictional force [lbm - “ftlsec2~,

local gravity Cft/sec23.

~’:Require”s”the assumption that ”’glassdensity is constant or-nearly-so~--
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For laminar flow in a pipe the frictional force is given by2

‘fric = 16rpRihv2

‘Re

where N
Re

is the Reynolds

as

‘R e = 2PVRi

‘lJ

where
*

P = glass viscosity

Using (l-5) in (l-4)

I ‘fric = 8mVhv I

number.

(l-4)

The Reynolds number is defined

(l-5)

at temperature T Elbm/ft-sec3.

reduces the frictional force to

(l-6)

Equations (l-2) and (l-3) represent two, coupled, non-linear

differential equations in h(t) and v(t). Furthermore, since the

glass viscosity is a function of temperature these two equations

will couple to a third differential equation for conservation of

energy unless the glass flow is kept essentially isothermal. Iso-

thermal flow will be assumed valid at present, and its impact on

canister design subsequently examined. The non-linearity of (l-2)

and

for

The

for

(l-3) will be treated by first developing an approximate solution

initiation of flow up the suction pipe for small values of t.

steady state

large values

—.

solutions of (l-2) and (l-3) will then be developed

of t.

$< 1 Poise = 0.06722 lbmlft-sec. ●
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2. Initiating Isothermal Flow

Referring to (l-3) define

I
1 Cl = PITRi2

I
I

Cz = ITRi2 (144Patmgo+ pdsg) ~

c, = 81TV(TO),
!

I C, = Pi?Ri2g

(2-1)

(2-2)

(2-3)

(2-4)

where

V(TO) = glass viscosity at temperature To[lbm/ft–sec3,

To = glass temperature entering the piPe C“RI.

Equation (l-3) reduces to

Cld(hv) = Cz - C~hv - C4h——
dt

(2-5)

Multiplying (2-5) by dt and using (l-2) gives

hv t h t

c,
/

d(hv) = C,
[

dt - C, (
\

hdh - C+ hdt (2-6)

{
o 0 0

Integrating (2-.6)gives

t

J

Cihv = C2t - 0.5C?h2 - C+ hdt . (2-7)

.— -----0--— ~~ ~~~ ---
—
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Define the average value of h at time t as

i(t) =

t

/

hdt

o

t

J
dt

o

(2-8)

Equation (2-7) then becomes

C,hv = Czt - 0.5CSh2 - C4ht (2-9)

If one makes the approximation that for small values of t

i.
h(t;<)— , t:’+ t

2 (2-lo) ,
>!

where t is arbitrarily close to t, then h becomes a function of t’:
only . Also

h’ s 2i(t$<)h(t) .
(2-11)

Using (l-2) and (2-9) gives

Clh dh = C’t- cs~(t;:)h - C+h(t”)t . (2-12)

z

Multiplying (2-12) through by dt and integrating gives

2

Clhz = Czt2 -2c3i(t’’’)i(t)t - cq~(t’”)t (2-13)

Using (2-10) in (2-13) and letting t’:aDuroach t sives the

following quadratic equation

(C, +0.5 c,t)h’ + 0.5C4t2h - Czt2 .0 (2-14)

which has “the solut”i”on- ‘“ “-”
r

[ 1’
~1

h(t) = -0.5Cqt2 + (o.5c4t2)’ + 4(C, + o.5c,t)c2t2
j (2-15)

I
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Equation (2-15) expresses the heiRht of the glass in the pipe at

any time t for which (2-1O) is approximately true. *

The height heq at which the glass will equilibrate at steady

state occurs when

dh—. O=v
dt

Using (2-16) in (2-5) ~ives

(2-16)

! h . C2 = 144pa~go+ d .
eq — s

c, Pg

(2-17)

(isothermal flow)

It is worthwhile to note that steady state glass flow cannot be

maintained for h ~ h since the glass velocity goes to zero at this

height. This is an ;~portant limiting factor affecting the design of

an evacuated canister.

The glass velocity can be obtained by differentiating (2-15) with

respect the time according to (l-2) , but is more easily obtained

by letting t* approach t in (2-12) to get

I
1

1

[

C,t C,h(t) Cqt
v(t) ~— — - — - —

c1 h(t) 2 2 1 ~ (2-18) ~“
I . .... .

I ?

~\.Eqga~<on,_(2-15~-is expected to hold as long as h(t) is rising

_ ._-.s.teadily...Howe-ver,..,.as__t_ym,_fiAeQ_E_aee_ .<.Z-.37.)2which violates (_2~O) ..–,- ..–.––_.-—._.

Thus (2-15) is not accurate for t + M but is useful for predicting

the early behavior o.f the flow transient.
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where the value of h(t) in (2-18) is given by (2-15).

Equation (2-15) is plotted in Figure 3 for a glass velocity

of 10 poise *. Note that there is a dramatic difference in the time

required for the glass to reach any height greater than 1-2 feet as

a function of pipe size. This difference is pronounced for pi~e

sizes at or below 2“, but is much smaller for larger UiPe sizes. If

(l-3) and (l-6) are divided through by the pipe flow area TRi2, the

result is

P= = ~44patmg0 + pdsg - 8uhv - phg .
dt ~i 2

(2-19)

me third term on the right hand side of (2-19) rePresents the

downward acting frictional force which retards glass flow Up the

pipe, and is inversely proportional to Ri2. It is this force

which severely retards the flow of glass in small diameter pipes

even under isothermal flow conditions. In order to suck glass

up to the 8-10 ft elevation required to remove glass from a full

scale DWPF melter, supplementary heating of the evacuated pipe would

probably be required in order to prevent glass from solidifying

in the pipe. This is an undesirable complication however, and can

be eliminated by simply using a larger diameter pipe.

Figure 3 indicates that the optimw’ pipe size is in the range

of 3-4”. Larger pipe would be unacceptable because of difficulty in

* Nominal viscosity of frit 131 - TDS3A and frit 131-high Fe

glasses at 105O - 1150°C.3

.
.—
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FIGURE 3 - GLASS HEIGHT VERSUS TIME AT A VISCOSITY OF 10 POISE
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-, inserting the pipe through a port in the melter lid, and there is

little improvement in performance for larger pipe anyway.

Figure 4 shows the glass velocity (2-18) as the glass rises

l~p the suction pipe. Although not plotted,:; it is worth noting that

at time t = O, the glass velocity must be zero for all the

pipes Ixmnediately after the aluminum plug melts at the bottom of

the suction pipe, there is a ra?id acceleration of the glasS up

the pipe. Rearranging (2-19) into upward forces and downward forces

gives

Note

144 P + Pdsg _ —atmgo
= pd(hv) + 8phv + phg . (2-20)

dt Ri 2

upward downward

that the downward forces are all a function -of glass hei~ht h,

while the upward forces are independent of h and t. Thus for small

h, rapid acceleration occurs, but this is quickly opposed by inertial,

frictional, and gravitational forces, all tending to reduce the

glass velocity.

For all pipes, the glass velocity drops rapidly after flow is

initiated, but for larg”er pipes (~2”) it drous less rauidly

due to a sharp reduction in the frictional force with increasing Ri.

If the suction pipe is made large enou~h so that glass will

reach some desired elevation very quickly, then the glass flow will

essentially be isothermal without the need for supplementary heat

around the suction pipe.

Figure 4 shows that for pi?e sizes ~2”, there will be a signi-

ficant glass velocity even when the glass stream first reaches its

equilibrium height h This indicates that the glass will surge
..e_~:..

in;tially-before settlin”g down to_h.e~__w ?eq -. _____ at steady state with- “--””–----

zero velocity.
.—

~~ E uation (2-18) indicates that v(0) is indeterminate although
7h O)= O by (2-15). This occurs because the momentfi change in
the glass Pool is not included in the model and also because of
the approximations made in deriving (2-18).
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An initial, rapid surge of the glass stream up the suction pipe is
-,

highly desirable in order to eliminate the requirement for supple-

mentary heating of the pipe. However, it is the steady state glass
>’,

velooity which determines whether the glass will freeze while most

of the canister filling operation is

that the steady state glass velocity

that which occurs during the initial

The viscosity ofafrit 131/high

occurring. Figure 4 indicates

will be substantially less than

flow transient.

Al glass is in the range of

50-100 poise at melter operating temperatures. ~ Glass height and

velocity are plotted in Figures 5 and 6 for a glass viscosity of

100 poise. Since the frictional force (see (2-19)) is also directly

proportional to the viscosity P, note that it takes longer for a

100 poise glass to reach a given elevation in the same suction pipe

compared to a 10 poise glass, especially for small diameter pipes.

Again because of the Lnverse dependence of the frictional force on

Rif, larger pipes are less sensitive to the effect of the frictional

force.

A 3-4” pipe is still probably satisfactory for a 100 poise glass

since the required 8-10 ft elevation for useful application in a

DWPF melter is achieved in 2-4 seconds. However, Figure 6 shows that

both the duration of the initial flow transient and the transient

glass velocity are reduced for the higher viscosity ~lass.

The time required for the glass to rise to an arbitraty height

in the pipe can be obtained by solving (2-14) for t instead of h.

Rearranging gives

(0.5C4h - C2)t2 + 0.5Cqh2t + Clh2 = O (2-21)
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‘> which has the solution

.

[ 1yt=-0.5C~h2 - (0.5C,h2)2 - 4(0.5Cqh -C*)Clh2

(2-22)
C,h - 2C2

If it is desired to find the time required for the glass to

rise to its equilibrium height h during the initial flow transient,

(2-17) can be substituted into (;~22) to yield

t(heq) = 0.5CSC*

I
C2

+;{ F5C3($)2T +%p - ‘2-23)
4I

1

,;k
Values of the rise time t(hea) are presented in Table 1 for

standard pipe sizes. For small diameter pipe the values of t(heq)

are large enough to allow significant cooling of the glass to

occur without the presence of suuDlementary heating. This of course

violates the assumption of isothemal flow, and should lead to a

significantly

possible that

reaching h
eq”

For pipe

longer time for the glass to reach heq. It is even

the glass may be cooled enough to solidify before

sizes in the range of 4-5” or larger, the rise time

t(heq) is small enough that the glass should reach heq before signi-

ficant cooling occurs even if supplementary heating around the pi?e

is not used. The assumption of isothermal flow is then justified,

and the rise times t(heq) in Table 1 are expected to be reasonably

accurate.—

—-

.4
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TABLE 1 - RISE TI~ REOUIRED FOR GLASS TO

ITS FINAL EQUILIBRIUM HEIGHT

Nominal Pipe

Size A

1/8

l/4

1/2

1

2

3

4

5

6

8

10

Inside Radius

(Inches)

0.135

0.182

0.273

0.525

1.034

1.534

2.013

2.524

3.032

3.991

5.010

DPST-82-331

FIRST REACH

h
eq

,&
t (heq)

(sec.)

138

75.8

33.7

9.22

2.70

1.65

1.34

1.20

1.13 .

1.06

1.03

t(heq)+

(sees)

1378

758

337

91.9

23.5

10.8

6.35

4.17

3.05

2.05

1.60

A Schedule 40 pipe.

* P = 10 poise, P = 148 lbm/ft3, ds = 1,.0 ft.

t p = 100 poise, p = 148 lbm/ft3, ds = 1.0 ft.

-- —.

.-
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For a typical DWPF glass,
.

in (2-23) becomes dominant for

~

[12C,C,t(heq) .

c,’

-19- DPST-82-331

the second term under the radical

large values of Ri. This leads to

(2-24)

(Ri large)

Inserting the values of the constants gives

{ }

~
t(heq) = 2(144P amgo + pdsg)

Pg2
(Ri large)

(2-25)

or

t(heg) = 0.98 sees . (2-26)

(Ri large)

From inspection of Table 1, it is evident that (2-26

reasonably accurate for nominal pipe sizes a5° at a Elass

of 10 poise. At a viscosity of 100 poise, it is reasonab

for pipe sizes >10” .

is

viscosity

y accurate

Inspection of (2-23) shows that (2-24) also results for the

idealized case of frictionless flo~w (CS = O) Thus (2-26) is

the minimum time required for the glass to reach h and will al-
eq

ways be exceeded for real pipes with friction. Low viscosity

glass can approach this minimm time quite closely in moderately

sized pipes., while high viscosity glass reauires a much larger

pipe (Figure 7).

.-

8 ●
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3. M -, Isothermal Flow

After the transient effects of the initial glass surge have

died away (a few seconds), one must rely upon the steady state

glass velocity in order to fill the remainder of the glass canister.

Improper design can lead to premature solidification of the glass

before the canister is filled; even though flow may have been Suc-

cessfully initiated up the suction pipe. This can occur because

the steady state glass velocity will in general be much lower than

that of the initial flow transient. If heat losses from the pipe

are excessive, premature solidification of the glass is inevitable.

Isothermal flow conditions will again be assumed for purposes

of computing the glass velocity. Heat transfer requirements will

then be developed which ensure that the isothermal flow condition

is approximately satisfied.

At steady state, the suction pipe is assumed to be full and

discharging glass into the evacuated canister (Figure 8). The

mass and momentum balances developed in Section 1 reduce to a

simple force balance

144PamIrRi2go +

where

Le =

Ah =

v=55

equivalent

of the form

pvRi2dsg = 8nP(To)Levss + p~Ri2Ah g (3-1)

len~th’~ of the pipe from the suction end to

the discharge point inside the canister (ft),

elevation of the discharge end of the suction pipe minus

the elevation of the suction end (ft),

steady state glass velocity (ft/see).

“--”,\”””Th”e<q”ui~alent”length’ takes

‘“””—””--”–”—dropcaused by bends in the

into--account-the additional pressure-----
—.

pipin,~.Q
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Solving (3-1) for v~~ gives

-23-

Ri 2

{

144P~mgo + pg(ds - Ah)

i ‘s’ = ~u(T ~L }

oe

DPST-82-331

(3-2)

In order to make the glass flow isothermal (or nearly so),

it is desirable to make v as large as Dractical.Ss Inspection

of (3-2) gives four clear design objectives:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

— —

Make the discharge end of the suction pipe as low as ?os-

sible in order to maximize(ds - Ah). If the discharge

end of the suction pipe is below the suction end

(Ah ~ O), then the net gravitational force will increase

vs~ instead of retard it, resulting in a siphoning effect.

Also note that if one selects Ah Z h , then v < 0.

This means that after the initial fl~~ surge u~sinto the

suction pipe, the glass flow will either reverse or stop

at isothermal steady state conditions. Practically speaking,

this means that the technique will fail either by draining

the glass in the suction pipe back into the glass pool or

that glass solidification will occur in the suction pipe.

Make the equivalent length Le of the suction pipe as short

as possible.

Make sure the glass pool is as hot as is permissible before

initiating flow. This will lower the viscosity P(TO).

Make the radius of the suction pipe Ri as large as prac-

tical. Having optimized the first three criteria, this

criterion can be used to remarkably improve vs’ since vs’
is directly .,proporti.o.nal.to the square Of Ri-..

—_— -_ ,_
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Figure 9 shows the steady state

tion pipe as a function of the inside

DPST-82-331

glass velocity in the suc-

radius of the pipe. The

discharge elevation of the suction pipe has been arbitrarily

selected to match the elevation of the glass POO1 surface so that

(ds - Ah) is zero in (3-2). This will be roughly true for the

DWPF melter if the evacuated canister is allowed to sit on the melt

cell floor as it is being filled. The value of Le = 48 ft used

is a nominal value for a DWPF evacuated canister with two 90° bends (not

standardelbcws)in the suction pipe (Figure 8) . Note that the glass

velocities are low, especially for a high viscosity glass.

The mass flow rate of glass in the suction pipe is simply

f = PrRi2v (3-3)

where f is in lbsm/se,,c<:

Using (3-2) in (3-3) gives the steady state mass flow rate

into the canister as

f
PmRi “.

{

144P + Pg(ds - Ah)
atmgo

}

(3-4)
Ss

8p(To)Le

I

Note “the dependence of fss on the fourth Dower of Ri. “

Values of fss are plotted in Figure 10, and may be used to

estimate the time required to fill a standard DWPF canister. Using

a 3“ schedule 40 suction pipe, and the nominal parameters given in

Figure 10, the time required to suck 3420 lbs’” into a standard

canister varies from 1.9 minutes for a 10 poise glass to 19 minutes

for a 100 poise glass.

-.

‘—$:—R@f@rence--a~ of-gla-ss-per--canister-according...to J. W...-Kelker,Jr..

4
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4. Achievin& Steady State,

True isothermal flow in
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Isothermal Flow

the suction pipe

DPST-82-331

is of course, not

uossible unless supplementary heating is provided in or around the

pipe such that the pipe is held at To, i.e., the temperature at

which the glass enters the submerged end. This is an undesirable

complication however, and it is preferable to settle for roughly

isothermal flow if it can be achieved in a simple manner.

Using Figure 11, conservation of energy at steady state in

the suction pipe requires that

O = Energy In - Energy Out (4-1)

or

O = PITRi2VC
[ 1Tg(z) - Tg(z + Az)

P

[

- hgp2mRiAz Tg(z) - TD(z)
,. 1 (4-2)

where

CP
= mean specific heat

[Btu/lbm- “RI,

of the glass from. T@(z) to T%(z + Az)
.

Tg(z) =glass temperature at position z [“RI,

h = heat transfer coefficient from the ~lass to the inside
gp

wall of the pipe [Btu/hr-ft2-ORl,

Az = arbitrary element of length along the suction pipe [ftl,

Tp(z) = inside wall temperature of the pipe atz [“RI,

and the other symbols are as previously defined.

Dividing (4-2) by i’rRiAzand taking lim gives
Az+o

(4-3) ._, ._. -------_.P Rtvsp- .5. __.=–z ?hgp (.Tg .:. Tp ] . . . .

. ..–--–.dz—.. .— _—
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FIGURE 11 - VOLUME ELEMENT FOR ENERGY BALANCE
ON GLASS 1!{THE TUBE
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-, If the piDe is insulated in some fashion, then conservation

of energy at the inside of the pipe wall reauires

2~RiAzhgD
[

Tg(z) - TP(z) 1=21TRiAZU
[

Tp(z)-Tamboa 1 (4-4)

where

u=oa
overall heat transfer coefficient

the pipe wall and insulation DIUS

for conduction through

natural convection and

T
amb =

radiation to the surroundings “< [Btu/hr-ft2-OR ~,

ambient temperature[OR I .

Equation (4-L) reduces to

hgp(Tg-Tp) = Uoa(Tp-Tamb) > (4-5)

or

Tp = hgpTg + UoaTamb
(4-6)

h + Uoa
K?

The limiting value of the Nusselt number Nu for laminar flow

is5

Nu=h R.
~P 1 ~ 4.0 (4-7)
k
g ,“

where k
~

= thermal conductivity of the glass CBtu/hr-ft-0R3 .

Thus —

(4-8)

—.

$: Based on inside heat transfer area of suction pipe.
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requires that the pipe be well insulated, then

h 4k

~P ‘d

R: (4-9)

which is easily satisfied in practice. men (4-6) becomes

T
p = ‘g + ‘oa ‘amb

h
gp

(4-lo)

Substituting (4-10) in (4-3) gives

pRiVCp dTg = z u T

~ oa amb (4.-11)

Integrating (4-11) over the insulated length Li of the suction

pipe gives

AT
- 2UoaTambLi

gi - (4-12)

PRivc
P

where

ATgi = temperature drop of the glass across the insulated

portion of the Dipe [OR~

Using (3-2) in (4-12) ~ives

ATgi= 16UoaTambLiu(To)Le

PRi3c

...-....{------ ~~~

(4-13)
144P amgo + pg(ds-~h)

P
--1 ------- -

,.#

I i
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which gives the approximate temperature drop of the glass as it

7, passes through an insulated length Li of the suction pipe.

In general the same design objectives that were set forth in

Section 3 for achieving a large steady state glass

are also applicable for minimizing AT . in (4-13) .

however, that ATgi varies inversely a~lthe cube of

that the chance of premature solidification of the

tion pipe can

Equation

heat transfer

of isothermal

velocity vss

Note especially

Ri , indicating

glass in the SUCT

be sharply reduced by simply increasmq the pipe radius’,

(4-12) is plotted in Figures 12 and 13 for different ‘,.

coefficients using v = vss from (3-2) The assumption

flow is satisfied with R. > ~.5 inches for a 113L
poise glass and with Ri j 1.0 inch for a 100 poise glass. No diffi-

culty is anticipated in maintaining steady state flow through the

suction pipe in spite of the relatively low Elass velocity if the

pipe is insulated to obtain the “indicated

coefficients . Values of Uoa are given in

that only a moderate amount of insulation

the des?red condition of isothermal flow.

overall heat” transfer

Table 2, and indicate

is required to achieve

TABLE 2 - OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR VARIOUS
PIPE SIZES

Pipe Size u [Btu/hr-ft2flR]’
oa—

1/4”. 3.5

1’ 2.0

2 1.6

3 1.3

4 1.2

t Based on inside nipe radius with a 1“ thick layer of Kaowool

blanket. wrapped around the suction_~ipe.

.- .-. ,- .- -—
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Tamb = 540° R

Li = 20 ft

P = 148 lb<m/ft3

v from Fig. 9

= f3.319 Btu/lbm-OR
CP

u = 10 Poise

Uoa = 3..0Btu/hr-ft2-OR

u = 1.0
oa

!

o 1.0
#

2.0 a 3.0

Pipe Inside Radius Ri (inches)

FIGURE 12 - STEADY STATE GLASS TEMPERATURE DROP IN A SUCTIO!4 PIPE FOR
A _TYP.T.CAl .F.VACI lATEn .cAN.T.sT.FRW.ITH P.10 POISE GLASS
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5. Smary of Glass Flow Behavior For An Evacuated Canister.— — ——

Following melting of the fusible plug at the submerged end of

the suction pipe, there is an initial surge of glass up the pipe.

In small pipes this surge is primarily limited by frictional

forces , and not gravitational or inertial forces. The frictional

force is proportional to the glass viscosity B and inversely

proportional to the square of the pipe radius Ri. This surge must

be of sufficient volume and rapidity so that energy losses from the

glass to the suction pipe do not significantly cool the glass. The

glass velocity dies off rapidly after the initial surge to a much

lower steady state value vss which must be relied upon for filling

most of the evacuated canister. Moderate insulation around the

suction pipe will ensure that steady state glass flow into the canis-

ter is approximately isothermal.

6. Summary of Design and Operating Recommendations for An Evacuated— — —.
Canister

The following recommendations are directed toward removal of

glass from a full-scale DWPF melter by use of an evacuated canister.

It is assumed that the glass viscosity is in the range of 10-100

poise, and that the maximum required lifting height from the glass

surface to the first bend in the suction pipe (Figure 8) is 8-10 feet.

. The minimum recofiended size of the suction pipe is 3“ pipe.

●

e

Smaller diameter pipe is not recormnended since premature glass

solidification may occur unless supplementary heating of the

pipe is provided.

The canister and suction pipe should be evacuated to the

lowest practical absolute pressure before inserting the suction

pipe into the melt pool.

.A._.light_~d_vsnggge.is gained,by inserting the suction pipe

.-as...deep.ly_as-p.ract.i.ca,l-in1~-t&&rns~!__@.O~Zh.>.s._<n_c:%a.ge<d~

and hence the upward force that accelerates the initial glass

surge.
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● The lifting height from the glass surface to the first bend

in the suction pipe should be minimized (Figure 8) This

will reduce the amount of heat lost by the initial glass surge

and also increase the steady state glass velocity going into

the canister.

● The glass pool should be as hot as is permissible before flow

up the suction pipe begins. This will lower the glass viscosity

and hence the frictional force which retards glass flow.

● The discharge end of the suction pipe should be as low as

possible, and preferably below the suctioned. This will

cause the net effect of gravity to increase the steady state

glass velocity vss.

● The equivalent length of the suction pipe should be as short as

possible. Stan&d pipe elbows in the suction uipe are not recom-

mended. A pipe bend of radius Rb for a pipe inside radius

of Ri will give a minimum equivalent length for 4 < Rb/Ri < 6.

This will aid in increasing the steady state ~lass velocity vss.

e The suction pipe should be insulated along its full length

except for the submerged uortion in the melt pool. This in-

cludes that portion of the suction pipe in the melter plenum.

A 1“ thick wrap of Kaowool blanket around the suction pipe

should be adequate to maintain isothermal flow under steady

state conditions.

● The amount of glass sucked into the evacuated canister can

be controlled by selection of the initial submerged depth

ds of the suction pipe in the glass pool. When the glass level

in the melt pool drops below this end of the pipe; the vacuum

will be lost and the flow will stop. This is a convenient

way to terminate glass flow into the canister.
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● Structural integrity of the evacuated canister and suction

pipe must be properly considered. Heat losses to the suction

pipe can be reduced during the initial glass surge if thin

wall pipe is used. However, the structural strength of most

metals is drastically reduced at the high operating tempera-

ture experienced by the suction pipe and canister. Inadequate

design and construction of the evacuated canister may result

in implosion during rapid filling. If personnel are to be in

the test area, a secondary canister thermally insulated from

the evacuated canister may be prudent.

● - Successful operation of an evacuated canister will in general

be more difficult with high viscosity glasses. This can be

alleviated to some degree by using a suction pipe with a larger

inside radius. It is extremely doubtful however, that an

evacuated can,ister can be used “to remove appreciable slag from

a melter bottom.

Km: dhw
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